1. If Brian _____ here next Friday, I’ll let you know.
   (A) came       (B) comes     (C) come       (D) will come

2. Simon wants to buy the cool bag, but it is too expensive. He wishes he _____ a lot of money.
   (A) has       (B) have      (C) had        (D) is

3. Peter wonders _____ Susan likes him because he likes her very much.
   (A) if       (B) why       (C) or        (D) but

4. As soon as David gets to the UK, he _____ to his parents.
   (A) phoned   (B) phones    (C) phone     (D) will phone

5. If we _____ Samuel was coming, we would have met him at the bus stop.
   (A) knew     (B) had known  (C) would know (D) know

6. Fanny keeps _____ Andy that she loves him.
   (A) telling   (B) told      (C) to tell   (D) tell

7. Mary: I am going to see the doctor tomorrow.
   Ivy: So _____.
   (A) I do     (B) I am      (C) do I      (D) am I

8. Wendy had read the book before, _____ she?
   (A) hadn’t   (B) didn’t    (C) doesn’t    (D) wouldn’t
9. Jane plays the violin very well. Her violin teacher makes her _____ one hour every day.
   (A) practices   (B) practiced   (C) to practice   (D) practice

10. Doing exercise every day _____ George stronger and healthier.
    (A) make       (B) making     (C) made      (D) makes

Part II Vocabulary

1. This is an expensive house. The rooms are very _____.
   (A) luxuriate (B) luxury       (C) luxurious   (D) luxurious

2. Wendy doesn't eat meat because she is a _____.
   (A) vegetarian   (B) veteran   (C) secretary   (D) president

3. Kelly doesn't know why Mr. Lee isn't here today. She _____ he is sick.
   (A) presumes    (B) presumable  (C) presumably (D) presumption

4. Some thieves _____ the jewelry store and took several diamond rings.
   (A) broke up   (B) broke into   (C) broke down   (D) broke

5. After Edward _____ a lot of money, he bought an expensive house.
   (A) inheritance   (B) inheritor   (C) inhibited   (D) inherited

6. Mike _____ with his snake show even though a cobra killed his partner.
   (A) carries off   (B) carries over   (C) carries on    (D) carries down

7. The fortune-teller had a _____. In her mind she saw an earthquake.
   (A) visitor   (B) visit     (C) vision   (D) vista

8. If Elsa wants to get a good job, it's _____ to get a good education first.
   (A) casual   (B) essential    (C) odd    (D) estimate

9. This chair is made of _____. It's light, but strong.
   (A) aluminum (B) alumnus       (C) alumna   (D) allusion

10. Ivy doesn't like to touch snakes because they feel so _____.
    (A) slim   (B) slimy     (C) silly    (D) skill
Part III Matching
Match the words with similar meaning. (同義字)

1. _____ flip  A. suitable
2. _____ portion  B. type
3. _____ appropriate  C. not professional
4. _____ purchase  D. staff
5. _____ variety  E. turn quickly
6. _____ amateur  F. group
7. _____ employee  G. reduction
8. _____ community  H. getting better
9. _____ discount  I. order
10. _____ improvement  J. part

Part IV Reading

Questions 1-2
Beckham built a school, The London Academy, for students aged 8 to 15. It aims to provide football training courses. The address is below.

The David Beckham Academy
Greenwich Peninsula
London
SE10 0JF

The David Beckham Academy

- Professional coaches chosen by David Beckham
- Expertly designed practices and activities
- Tactics, new techniques and mini-tournaments
- Open to all abilities – welcoming boys and girls aged 8 to 15
- The biggest indoor football facilities in Europe

1. Where is the school?
   (A) in the USA  (B) in the UK  (C) in the UAE  (D) in the US

2. Which sport is practiced in this school?
   (A) volleyball  (B) baseball  (C) basketball  (D) football
Questions 3-5

A trip to Vienna
Do you want to wear elegant jewelry and tiaras?
Do you want to be a princess?
Do you like dancing all night at a royal ball?

Come to Vienna, Austria
You won’t regret it.
Call Everyday Travel: (07)8889996

3. What can you do in Vienna?
   (A) You can enjoy driving.
   (B) You can enjoy dancing.
   (C) You can enjoy swimming.
   (D) You can enjoy hiking.

4. What is this advertisement mainly about?
   (A) Booking a movie ticket  
   (B) Buying a new house  
   (C) Booking a trip  
   (D) Taking a swimming course

5. Where can tourists attend royal balls?
   (A) Germany  
   (B) Denmark  
   (C) Australia  
   (D) Austria

Questions 6-10

Stagecoach is the name of a bus company. Two notices are pasted on the board inside each bus. The top notice explains a bus driver’s job. The second notice reminds passengers not to do certain things.

In fact, smoking has been banned in many public places in England since July 1, 2007. People cannot smoke in restaurants, offices, pubs, buses, trains or factories. If they don’t follow this rule, they will be fined 50 pounds. The government hopes that more people will give up smoking.
6. Brian likes smoking. Where can't he smoke now in England?
   (A) In a park          (B) On the beach
   (C) On a farm         (D) In a restaurant

7. Which of the following can passengers do on the bus? They can
   (A) drink something    (B) talk to friends
   (C) eat fruit          (D) smoke

8. What does “ban” mean?
   (A) start               (B) begin          (C) prohibit      (D) blow

9. Who may have to pay 50 pounds?
   (A) Someone who smokes on a bus.
   (B) Someone who eats at school.
   (C) Someone who exercises in a gym.
   (D) Someone who works in a factory.

10. Which of these is true? On a bus, passengers cannot
    (A) talk.   (B) use cell phones.   (C) sleep.   (D) drink alcohol.